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What happens when two friends suddenly become three? Cece Bell’s very funny follow-up to
the Geisel Honor–winning Rabbit and Robot: The Sleepover.Rabbit is excited. He is going to
surprise his good friend Robot at home. DING DONG! When Robot opens the door, he is
surprised. He wasn’t expecting Rabbit. In fact, he is already engrossed in a game of checkers
with another friend, Ribbit. Now Rabbit is the one who is surprised, and a bit jealous. While
Robot thinks everything Ribbit says is humorous, all Rabbit hears is “ribbit.” And Ribbit eats flies
with her popcorn. Gross! When Rabbit and Ribbit get mad because they both want to be
Cowboy Jack Rabbit, Robot’s Emotion Decoder overheats, leaving him out of commission. Can
Rabbit and Ribbit find a way to work together to revive their friend? New readers will find plenty
to chuckle over as Robot’s two friends become friends themselves.

From School Library JournalKGr 1–3—In the second title from the series, a new friend is
introduced, Ribbit, a frog, and this does not sit well with Rabbit. He shows up unexpectedly to
surprise Robot and finds a frog playing checkers with his friend. Rabbit is invited to stay to watch
Cowboy Jack Rabbit, his favorite show. But when Robot adds flies to the popcorn, Rabbit cannot
take it anymore, despite Ribbit's cordial gestures. Robot is so overwrought by the bickering
between his two guests, he malfunctions. This forces Rabbit and Ribbit to work together to fix
their mutual friend, and you guessed it, they figure out they can be friends, too. Easy text will
draw in emerging readers as well as those ready for a simple chapter book much like Arnold
Lobel's "Frog and Toad" series. The digital illustrations are expressive and joyful and will keep
readers engaged in the plot. VERDICT A fun and pleasing friendship story for young readers
learning that three doesn't have to be a crowd.—Martha Rico, El Paso ISD, TXReviewThe book
bursts with wordplay, heart and humor...The Rabbit and Robot books are perfect for kids who
like their stories with a side of silliness.—The New York Times Book ReviewWords and pictures
provide ample humor throughout the story, with details that are sure to provoke laughter, such as
Robot's addition of flies to movie popcorn in order to accommodate Ribbit's tastes...Engrossing!
—Kirkus ReviewsThe breezy message about jealousy is pitch-perfect for elementary-schoolers
navigating new friendships. Meanwhile, Bell’s cartoonish yet highly expressive illustrations add
helpful visual cues to the straightforward text, and the episodic chapters—all cleverly titled
“Ribbit”—are tasty morsels for emerging readers.—BooklistEasy text will draw in emerging
readers as well as those ready for a simple chapter book much like Arnold Lobel’s “Frog and
Toad” series. The digital illustrations are expressive and joyful and will keep readers engaged in
the plot. A fun and pleasing friendship story for young readers learning that three doesn’t have to
be a crowd.—School Library JournalAbout the AuthorCece Bell is the author-illustrator of many
books for young readers, including the Theodor Seuss Geisel Honor Book Rabbit and Robot:



The Sleepover and the Newbery Honor Book El Deafo. She is also the author-illustrator of the
Sock Monkey picture books and Chuck and Woodchuck. Cece Bell lives in Virginia with her
husband, author Tom Angleberger.Read more
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Rabbit and Robot: The Sleepover (Candlewick Sparks) El Deafo Magic Tree House Boxed Set,
Books 1-4: Dinosaurs Before Dark, The Knight at Dawn, Mummies in the Morning, and Pirates
Past Noon



MaKayla, “Funny little story!. Funny little story easy enough for my 1st grader to read!”

Gadget, “Ribbit Ribbit. My daughters loved the original Rabbit and Robot so I had to preorder
this book. The main characters are back, along with new character Ribbit and a lesson about
being jealous of new friends.”

macguire brand, “Excellent product and service. Excellent product and service”

Becky B., “A cute beginner chapter book about friendship, unfounded jealousy, and learning how
to share friends.. Rabbit surprises Robot with a visit, but it is Rabbit who is surprised when he
finds out that Robot already has another visitor. Robot is in the middle of playing chess with
Ribbit, a frog. Robot almost leaves, but Robot informs Rabbit that after the game they're going to
watch Cowboy Jack Rabbit, Rabbit's favorite show. Rabbit stays but he's getting increasingly
jealous of Ribbit's friendship with Robot. It's only a near catastrophe that helps Rabbit and Ribbit
find some common ground.A cute beginner chapter book about friendship, unfounded jealousy,
and learning how to share friends.”

Suburban doctor and mom, “Funny book for a first grader and her mom. Rabbit is friends with
Robot and he did not expect someone else to be at his house as he wanted to surprise him with
a visit. Ribbit was playing checkers with Robot and they were engrossed in the game. I like this
book because the characters are funny and carry characteristics of their differences. It is a fun
book for a first grader to read both with an adult and on her own.”

The book by Andrew Clements has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 64 people have provided feedback.
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